Governor's executive order closes gyms, restricts pools;
effective 8 p.m., June 29
Monday, June 29, 2020

During the afternoon of June 29, 2020, Governor Doug Ducey issued new guidance via Executive Order that
pauses operation of bars, gyms, movie theaters and other operations, and limits activity for pools. The
order is effective as of 8 p.m. today, Monday, June 29, with a targeted reopening date in 30 days.
The part of the order that most impacts PebbleCreek is the closure of fitness facilities to include Studios
and classes. Effective at 8 p.m. today, June 29, 2020, all HOA fitness facilities will be closed until further
notice.
The order does address pools, but our existing operational guidelines already meet with the standard set
forth by the order, and therefore, all pools will remain open and operating as they have been, with capacity
limits and monitoring remaining in place. The order does state that strict social distance guidelines must
be followed. The order outlines that multi-housing complexes, like PebbleCreek, can continue to operate
provided that signage is included at all entrances to the pool reminding people to maintain social distance,
something we already require. HOA staff will have signs created as soon as possible, so that we are in
compliance with this order.
Pools at Eagle’s Nest and Tuscany Falls remain open from 5 a.m. – 11 p.m. daily and the Oasis Pool from 9
a.m. – 9 p.m. Staff will continue to monitor during the hours of 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. with the same capacity limits
as were previously in effect:
Pool Max Capacity:
• Oasis - 30
• Eagle’s Nest - 40
• Tuscany Falls - 50

Please note that as long as social distance rules are being followed, pools will remain open, to include
guests and children during appropriate hours. If guidance is not followed, pools may be limited further or
closed.
During his press conference, the Governor heavily stressed the importance of following the mandate to
wear a mask in any situation when you are not able to social distance. We will continue to update the
community as needed during this ever-changing and challenging situation that we are all facing. It is your
personal responsibility to follow these and other guidelines to slow and stop the spread of COVID-19.
Source: Bill Barnard, General Manager

